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normal
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Median: range, percentiles

Mean: Variance, SD



Statistical tests (1)

Why do we use statistical tests? 

http://myhome.iolfree.ie/~lightbulb/Tone.html


Statistical tests (2)

Statistics help provide us with 
information about a population, 

using sample information



Lecture 2

⌧ Normal Distribution

⌧ Sample vs. Population 

⌧ Standardizing the normal distribution

⌧ Confidence Intervals & P-values



Normal distribution (1)
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Normal distribution (2)

• Bell-shaped
• One top
• Symmetrical around its mean
• Mean and median are equal

Petrie chapter 7: theoretical distributions: the normal distribution



Normal distribution (3)

• mean ± 1 SD

• mean ± 1.96 SD

• mean ± 3 SD

68,3% of all 
scores

95% of all scores

99,7% of all 
scores
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Probability that a Normally distributed random variable x, 
with mean μ, and SD σ, lies between Mean ±
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Sample vs. population (1)

⌧ Population = an entire group of 
individuals in whom we are interested

⌧ Sample =  a representative subset of 
the population in whom we are 
interested

What is a representative sample?



Population

Sample



Sample vs. Population (2)

⌧
 

Based on a sample of individuals, we 
estimate the value for the population

⌧
 

Make a statement for a larger group 
based on a limited number of observations

Petrie chapter 10: sampling and sampling distributions



Sample vs population (3)
⌧⌧ A SampleA Sample is used to obtain knowledge is used to obtain knowledge 

about characteristics of a about characteristics of a PopulationPopulation

⌧⌧ A Sample statisticA Sample statistic is a value calculated is a value calculated 
from the observations from a sample from the observations from a sample 

⌧⌧ An inferential statistic:An inferential statistic: is an estimate is an estimate 
of the characteristics of the of the characteristics of the populationpopulation



Estimate statistics (1)

• In Lecture 1 in a Normally distributed 
sample, we learnt:
– Means
– Standard deviations

• Lecture 2: we learn how well our 
sample data represents our population

• In second, third, fourth samples the 
sample statistics may differ



Estimate statistics (2)

We use inferential statistics to 
determine how well our sample 

statistic (eg. mean, SD) 
represents our population



Estimate Statistic (3) 
- means -

⌧ The mean in a sample can be taken as 
a ‘point estimate’ of the mean in the 
population 

⌧ How good is my estimation?
–Depending on the spread in the 

sample
–Depending on the size of the sample
–Fluctuation between samples 

(sampling error)



Estimate statistics (4)

⌧ The Standard Error (SE) is the 
standard deviation (SD) of the sampling 
distribution of a estimate statistic

⌧⌧ Spread of the means of various Spread of the means of various 
samples round the population mean is samples round the population mean is 
SStandard Error (SE)tandard Error (SE)



Estimate Statistics (5) 
- Standard error -

CalculatingCalculating the Standard the Standard errorerror (SE):(SE):

⌧⌧ Take repeated samples of the same Take repeated samples of the same 
size from a populationsize from a population

⌧⌧ Calculate the mean of each sampleCalculate the mean of each sample

⌧⌧ Mean of these sample means, Mean of these sample means, 
estimates the mean of the populationestimates the mean of the population

⌧⌧ Sampling means follow a Normal Sampling means follow a Normal 
distributiondistribution



SStandardtandard errorerror (1)(1)

Estimate standard error (mean):Estimate standard error (mean):

SE(meanSE(mean) = SD/) = SD/√√
 

N N 



SE example 
- serum albumin -

⌧ N = 216
⌧ Mean of the sample  = 34,5 g/l
⌧ SD = 5,8 g/l

–Sample mean = estimate of population 
mean

⌧ SE = 5,8 / √√
 

216 = 0,4 g/l216 = 0,4 g/l



SD and SE

⌧ SD: the variation in the data values of a 
sample, and should be quoted if you wish 
to show the spread in the sample data

⌧ SE: precision of the sample mean (as 
estimate of the population mean) and 
should be quoted if you are interested in 
the prediction of the sample mean 
representing the population mean



Sample size and SE
The larger the sample size, the better the 
prediction of the mean of the population







Standard error (2) Standard error (2) 
-- important conceptimportant concept--

⌧⌧ SE can be used for two statistical SE can be used for two statistical 
calculationscalculations

⌧⌧ calculation of the confidence interval calculation of the confidence interval 

for the mean (CI) for the mean (CI) 

⌧⌧ calculation of the calculation of the ‘‘critical valuecritical value’’ 

required in testing (prequired in testing (p--value)value)



Standard Error (3):

NB: The SE can also be used for 
ordinal, nominal and binary data, 
but is not expressed in means and 

SD, but in proportions. 
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SD and SE

⌧ Mean and SD: calculated mean of 
sample and spread in the data values of a 
sample

⌧ Mean and SE: estimated mean of 
population and precision of this estimation 
sample mean (as estimate of the 
population mean) 

⌧ Both follow normal distribution



Standardize Normal distribution 
- z-distribution -

• There are many different normal 
distributions

• But only one z-distribution where:
– mean = 0
– SD = 1

• Every Normal distribution can be 
transposed into a z-distribution



Normally 
distributed weight 
data

Z-distribution



Standardized Normal distribution 
- z-distribution -

• z-score on a sample level indicates 
the number of SD’s a score is 
above or below the sample mean

• z-score on population level 
indicates the number of SE’s a 
sample mean is above or below 
the population mean 



How? 
- standard scores on sample level-

•• Difference between Difference between an individual scorean individual score 
and the and the sample meansample mean
–mean = 100; SD = 15,8; N = 25N = 25
–Patients’ score is 131 (difference = 

31 points)
• z-score of the patient  = 31 / 15,8 = 

1,96
• score of this patient is 1,96 SD above 

the sample mean



why? 
- standard scores on sample level-

• Using a z-score, we can calculate the 
probability of a specific individual score 
related to the sample mean

• Probability of z => 1,96 or higher = 
2,5%

• remark:
– z <= -1,96 is 2,5% as well



Sample



How? 
- standard scores on population level -

•• Difference between Difference between sample meansample mean and and 
population meanpopulation mean
–Population mean = 100
–Sample mean= 106.3; SD= 16; N= 25
–SE = 16 / √√

 
25  = 3,2

• z-score (sample mean) = 6,3 / 3,2 = 1,96
• Sample mean is 1,96 SE above the 

population mean





population
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95% confidence interval 95% confidence interval 
of population meanof population mean 

-- what what --

⌧⌧ `Interval estimate`Interval estimate’’: range of values : range of values 
around point estimatearound point estimate

⌧⌧ 95% confident that the true population 95% confident that the true population 
mean lies within these limitsmean lies within these limits

Petrie chapter 11: Confidence intervals



95% confidence interval95% confidence interval 
-- how how --

⌧ Sample mean is estimate of population 
mean

⌧ SE = precision of the sample mean
⌧ Mean ± 1.96 SE 95% of sample 

means

= 95% Confidence Interval (95% CI)



95% confidence interval 
- example -

⌧ Cohort (N = 600) cirrhosis patients
⌧ Mean = 34,46 g/l; SE = 0,397 g/l
⌧ 95% CI = mean ±

 
1,961,96 * SE

–95% CI population mean = 
–34,46 ±

 
1,96 * 0,397

–33,68 tot 35,24 g/l



SizeSize of of confidenceconfidence intervalinterval

⌧⌧ 90%, 95%, or 99% CI90%, 95%, or 99% CI
-- more confidence that range includes 
population value (high number) means wider 
intervals

⌧⌧ SD (dispersion in the sample) SD (dispersion in the sample) 
-- studies with much sample variation have studies with much sample variation have 

wider intervals (less clinical information)wider intervals (less clinical information)

⌧⌧ N (sample size) N (sample size) 
-- studies with large sample sizes have smaller studies with large sample sizes have smaller 

intervals (more clinical information)intervals (more clinical information)



95% confidence interval 
- estimation -

⌧ Cohort (N = 600) cirrhosis patients
⌧ Mean = 34,46 g/l; SE = 0,397 g/l
⌧ 95% CI = 33,68 tot 35,24 g/l
⌧ 5% probability population mean is 

outside 95% CI

⌧ Normal population: < 33 g/l

⌧ Probability that value of cirrhosis 
patients is like that of the normal 
population < 5% (P < 0.05)



Testing with 95% CITesting with 95% CI 
-- estimation of the treatment interval estimation of the treatment interval --

⌧⌧ Calculate 95% confidence intervalCalculate 95% confidence interval
⌧⌧ Define the null hypothesisDefine the null hypothesis

-- HH00 : no difference between groups: no difference between groups
-- HH11 : groups are different: groups are different

⌧⌧ If the null hypothesis value is within 95% If the null hypothesis value is within 95% 
CI CI accept  Haccept  H00

⌧⌧ If the null hypothesis value is outside 95% If the null hypothesis value is outside 95% 
CI CI reject reject HH00, in favour of H, in favour of H11: there is a : there is a 
differencedifference

Petrie chapter 17: hypothesis testing



InterpretedInterpreted the the pp--valuevalue

⌧⌧ p < 0,05 p < 0,05 ⇒⇒
 

reject Hreject H00

⌧⌧ p p ≥≥
 

0,05 0,05 ⇒⇒
 

accept Haccept H00

⌧⌧ p < 0,05 p < 0,05 ⇒⇒
 

statistically significantstatistically significant
⌧⌧ p p ≥≥

 
0,05 0,05 ⇒⇒

 
not statistically significantnot statistically significant



pp--valuevalue (1)(1)

Is the probability of obtaining our results, or Is the probability of obtaining our results, or 
something more extreme, something more extreme, assumingassuming that the that the 

null hypothesis is true!null hypothesis is true!



pp--valuevalue (2)(2)

When the pWhen the p--value is less than 0.05 (or 0.01)  value is less than 0.05 (or 0.01)  
there is only a small probability that the result there is only a small probability that the result 
would have occurred when the null hypothesis would have occurred when the null hypothesis 
was true was true 

In that case, we In that case, we reject the null hypothesisreject the null hypothesis
(H(H00) in favour of) in favour of the alternative hypothesis the alternative hypothesis 
(H(H11))



Is it, or is it not significant?Is it, or is it not significant?

⌧⌧ Usually not a good questionUsually not a good question
-- How large is the treatment effect?How large is the treatment effect?
-- Reader wants to know the uncertainty Reader wants to know the uncertainty 

around a treatment effect, they need around a treatment effect, they need 
concrete informationconcrete information





Summary

⌧ Sample vs. population
⌧ SD vs. SE(mean)
⌧ Point estimates (population mean) vs. 

interval estimates (95% CI of the 
mean)

⌧ Hypothesis testing using: 
–p-values (reject or accept H0 )
–CI (more clinical information)
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